Indigo Shire Council
Arts and Cultural Strategic Plan 2012-2016

Introduction
Involvement in arts and culture has the power to change lives and
improve wellbeing in our community. We do not all indentify as artists,
but most people in our towns participate in artistic endeavours in some
way, often as part of an audience. Music, film, visual art and literature
are an integral part of our lives. Communities that embrace diversity,
creative expression and cultural activity are richer, stronger and more
able to deal with social challenges.
By supporting cultural activities and arts practice, Indigo Shire is helping
to improve the quality of life for its residents. By bringing people
together through the arts, providing opportunities to share experiences
and skills and to interact, the community is able to strengthen its identity.
Indigo Shire’s arts and culture is an important asset, providing a
connection between people, stimulating creativity and contributing to the
area’s economy.
The arts have a special place in relation to culture. Artistic expression and
creativity are powerful ways in which we develop our cultural identities.
People have always come together to sing, dance, and express

themselves through the arts, and these shared rituals and creativity are at
the heart of a strong community identity.
Making art is a daily public event. Not just in galleries, schools and the
media, but also in the streets, shops, cars and cafes. The manifestations
of artistic vitality are diversity, tolerance, cohesiveness and health. By
nurturing these qualities, we can help to make a future that future
generations will thank us for.
Cultural vitality is as essential to a healthy and sustainable
society as social equity, environmental responsibility and
economic viability. In order for public planning to be more
effective, its methodology should include an integrated
framework of cultural evaluation along similar lines to those
being developed for social environmental and economic impact
assessment.
Jon Hawkes, The Fourth Pillar of Sustainability,
Culture’s Essential Role in Public Planning
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In 2009, the Australia Council for the Arts undertook research on the
Australian population’s participation in the arts. The study found that the
arts sector was very well supported by the Australian public. Ninety three
percent of people surveyed were involved in the arts as either attendees
and/or participants in the year leading up to the survey.

progressive environment. Cultural tourism is the art of participating in
another culture, of relating to people and places which have a strong
sense of their own identity.

Nearly all Australians intentionally listened to recorded music and over
half attended live performances. Theatre was attended by one in four,
and 22 percent of surveyed people created visual art and crafts.

PURPOSE OF THE ARTS STRATEGIC PLAN

In Indigo Shire, the arts has become more inclusive and accessible in
recent years. This may be due to our people becoming increasingly
culture savvy, and a more confident population who are prepared to try
new things. We are also responding to the demands of the thousands of
tourists who visit our area every year.
Cultural Tourism is one of the fastest growing industry sectors in the
world. By building on our existing arts, cultural and historical strengths,
we can continue to thrive in the tourism industry. This will benefit not
only our arts and crafts practitioners, but everyone who wants to live in a

In order to determine where the arts in Indigo Shire are going, we need to
know where we stand, then determine where we want to go and how to
get there. This will help in allocating resources, including our capital and
our people. It recognises what we already have and the best way to
grow.
In 2010, the Indigo Shire Arts and Culture Advisory Committee began
work on an updated Arts Strategic Plan, leading on from the 2007 – 2010
plan, developed from an extensive community engagement process.
Some of the issues and objectives have remained the same, but many
have changed over the three years covered by the initial strategy. This
document reflects the progress made, and the new directions that we will
be taking in the arts.

COUNCIL VISION
INDIGO: A great place to live, work and visit

Mission:
To support and develop a sustainable, thriving and resilient community through leadership and partnerships.
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Relevant Council plan objectives
Objective 2.6 Maintain and enhance our parks, gardens and open spaces
Objective 3.4 Maintain a broad and diverse cross section of ages and cultures within our communities
Objective 3.6 Support our Festivals and events
Objective 4.6 Enhance the health and wellbeing of the community
Objective 4.8 Empowering our communities
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KEY AREAS
The following areas have been identified as the main focus for the arts strategic plan:

Access and Participation
Communication and Promotion
Identity
Collaboration
Leadership and Development
Resources and Infrastructure
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Access and Participation
Indigo Shire Council is committed to providing services, resources,
facilities and events that are accessible and inclusive for everyone who
lives in and visits the shire. It is council’s belief that all people within the
community make important social, economic and cultural contributions.
The term “access” is used here to refer to removing barriers or obstacle
that may impede an individuals rights to engage in an activity in a way
that is equitable and dignified. Barriers can include obstacles in the built
environment as well as communication, cost or attitudinal obstacles.
Indigo Shire is home to many successful arts organisations. In order for
these groups to flourish, they need new audiences and members.
Fortunately, it is in an excellent position to create more opportunities for
community arts participation given its enormous talent pool in the arts.
Enhanced collaboration and communication between artists and
community organizations is an important first step in developing more
community engaged art projects in the area.

When we become part of an audience we surrender part of
ourselves and get something larger in return. For as long as the
performance lasts we are part of a society, temporarily but
immediately established, that is a smaller version of society at
large; where our social as well as our individual responses are in
play. What moves us emotionally may be individual, but what
involves judgment, either social or moral, is modified in us by the
presence of others. We are more keenly observant of human folly
or deficiency because we are in company and responsive to what
our neighbours will be feeling. We laugh more readily, and louder,
because others around us are laughing. One of the strongest uses
of being one of many in an audience is that it reinforces in us a
sense of belonging, of sharing so much of what we are with
others, or being at one with humanity as a whole. There is a real
sense of refreshment in this, of recreation and pleasure, of
release.
David Malouf

OBJECTIVES

ACTION

TIMELINE

Support access to and participation in the
arts that encourages wellbeing, creativity,
diversity and innovation in the
community.

Support arts organisations in Indigo Shire towns to increase their membership numbers and
attract new, ongoing audiences and participants in their activities and projects.

2012-2016

•

Work with communities in individual towns to develop new arts networks, enabling skills
exchanges, social cohesion and support for individual artists.
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•

Ensure that all people have access to our
public art, arts and cultural facilities and
events.

Engage specific groups for inclusion in arts
activities. Include seniors, indigenous
people, young people, and people with
disabilities, financially disadvantaged
people, people who are culturally and
linguistically different.

Liaise with potential venues and arts organisations to broaden the possibilities for
alternative locations, and new artistic relationships in our communities.

Comply with Indigo Shire Access and inclusion plan. Always consider access for all abilities.
•

Advocate on behalf of people with disabilities for access to and inclusion in arts activities
and events as participants or audience members.

•

Initiate arts activities that are low cost or free.

2012-2016

Work closely with Youth Development Officer to engage young people in arts activities and
events, and invite young people to join committees and arts organisations for the general
community

2012-2016

Investigate potential collaborations between inmates from Beechworth Correctional Facility and
community organisations in Beechworth in writing and visual art projects.

2013

Develop a program of events that ties in with regular annual events targeting specific groups in
our community. Include:

2012-2013

o

Naidoc Week

o

Youth Week

o

Harmony Day

o

Seniors Week

o

International Day for People with A Disability
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Demonstrate a commitment to valuing
our diversity and enriching our quality of
life through the arts.

Make arts an integral part of council business by continuing to keep council staff and
management informed of the high level of participation in arts activities around the shire.
•

2012-2016

Recognise artists as a vital part of making Indigo Shire the successful community that it is by
committing to always pay artists professional rates for work undertaken for council.

Support applicants for Indigo Shire Community Grants Arts and Culture category
•

publicise the grant programme annually, well in advance of the closing date

•

Provide advice to applicants, to increase the quality of applications

•

Strengthen the arts and culture category by encouraging organisations to submit applications.

•

Develop a plan for a separate Arts and Culture Community Grant Programme.

Recognise and promote Cultural tourism
as an economic force.

Strengthen awareness of the economic benefit of cultural tourism and the role of the arts within
this area by working with the Tourism staff and collecting data on cultural tourism within the
shire.

2013-2014

Recognise the value of arts participation
for the well-being of a community

Collect data on how many people participate in arts activities in Indigo Shire as artists, audience,
businesses and other involvement.

2013-2014

Implement at least one shire wide arts program annually, enabling people from all Indigo Shire
towns to take part in each other’s activities.

2013-2016

Work with Indigo Shire arts groups to help individual communities develop and manage their own
arts projects which are self-sustaining.

2013-2016

Work with Tourism department to formalise and promote Indigo Shire as a well resourced
location for filmmakers.

2014-2015

Link local arts businesses and professional artists with business support programs.

2014-2015
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Include arts events, galleries and activities in tourism promotion materials.

2012-2016

Audience at indigo Summer Shorts, 2011
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Communication and Promotion
Indigo Shire Council is committed to timely, considered, open and
honest communication. It is essential to encourage local
knowledge and input and to build community ownership in
projects in the shire. Good communication drives cultural change
and improves the community’s energy and participation.

If you ever read one of my books I hope you'll think it looks so
easy. In fact, I wrote those chapters 20 times over, and over, and
over, and that if you want to write at a good level, you'll have to
do that too.
Peter Carey

OBJECTIVES

ACTION

TIMELINE

Support arts activity and practice through
communication and promotion of the
arts.

Maintain regular communication with the community about the arts

2012-2016

Provide connections for arts practitioners

•

Continue to produce the bi-monthly arts newsletter, Indartz. Create e-newsletter that
can be emailed to existing distribution list.

•

Utilise the Indigo Shire website to its best potential. Add events in a chronological way,
like the Tourism events. Feature arts events on the front page. Add link to Murray Arts
newsletter.

•

Research the benefits of an external indigo Shire area arts website, with prominent link
from ISC website.

•

Continue to distribute information through email distribution lists

Provide opportunities for groups across the shire to get together and take part in larger

2012-2016
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and groups

exhibitions.
•

Encourage local organisations to combine and share resources. Invite each other to exhibit or
take part in events in each town.

Investigate the provision of arts specific noticeboards in each town, enabling local arts activities to 2013-2014
be promoted easily and without cost.

Lake Sambell signage, Beechworth
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Identity
Cultural Identity applies to all cultural reference through which individuals or groups define or express themselves and by which they wish to be
recognised; cultural identity embraces the liberties inherent to human dignity and brings together, in a permanent process, cultural diversity, the
particular and the universal, memory and aspiration.
Declaration of Cultural Rights, UNESCO, 1966
Artistic expression and creativity are powerful ways in which we develop
our cultural identities. People have always come together to sing, dance,
and express themselves through the arts, and these shared rituals and
creativity are at the heart of a strong community identity. Indigo Shire is
made up of individual towns and villages, each with its own flavour.
These individual elements work together to give the whole of Indigo Shire
a unique identity – with strong foundations in art.

...it's not fashionable these days to celebrate life. But I suppose
that's what I do. There's no terrible message in it! I have an
absolute obsession to paint. I go to bed and can't wait to wake up
and be painting again.

Margaret Olley
OBJECTIVES

ACTION

TIMELINE

Create a strong arts identity for Indigo
Shire

Work with the community to develop a public art master plan to establish the priorities for the
locations and nature of public art projects.

2013-2014

•

Develop a process for artists, commissioning bodies and council staff to ensure that public art
projects can be integrated in to the planning and building process.

Raise the public profile of the arts in Indigo Shire by increasing the arts content in Tourism
publications including the seasonal events guide and project specific guides.

2012-2016
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Develop neighbourhoods and precincts
that possess a strong local identity.

Develop a Public Art Plan for the Rutherglen Rail Trail area, inviting Arts Rutherglen to contribute
as part of their ongoing annual Sculpture Trail program.

2012

Encourage businesses to make space available for exhibition of local art, participation in
workshops and live music events.

2012-2016

Investigate the development of cultural precincts in individual towns with designated, recognised
resources. This may include Indigo Shire arts branding, similar to the individual branding used for
tourism.

2013-2014

Bench designed by Ben Gilbert, Beechworth
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Collaboration
Indigo Shire is fortunate to have a wealth of creative resources.
Collaboration allows council to acknowledge the skills and knowledge
that organisations, artists and the community can bring. By working
together, mutual benefits can be gained.

A sincere artist is not one who makes a faithful attempt to put on
to canvas what is in front of him, but one who tries to create
something which is, in itself, a living thing.
William Dobell

OBJECTIVES

ACTION

TIMELINE

Strengthen and utilise Internal
collaborations

Strengthen links between ACAC and other advisory committees. Encourage collaboration
between committees.

2012-2016

Implementing the Percent for Art scheme, work with Major Projects and Assets teams to
integrate art in to public works projects.

2012-2016

Using the community plans developed by the Community Strengthening project, identify and
implement an arts priority in each town which can be achieved using existing resources.

2012-2016

Share resources with the Burke Museum to benefit arts practitioners in Beechworth and across
the shire. Utilise the Museum as a venue for exhibitions, education programmes and
performances.

2013-2016

Work with Murray Arts to continue to develop programs that meet the needs of Indigo Shire
artists and arts businesses.

2012-2016

Maintain regular communication with arts organisations in each town, and provide specific
support and resources as identified by each group. Provide support and advice on succession

2012-2016

Use external resources and collaborations
to the advantage of Indigo Shire artists
and cultural organisations
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planning and recruitment for committees.
Strengthen collaborations with Shire of Wangaratta and City of Wodonga. Specifically, sharing
resources with Performing Arts Centre.

2013-2016

Establish relationships with large, touring organisations such as orchestras, galleries, theatres and
strengthen Indigo Shire as an excellent location for performances and exhibitions.

2015-2016

The National Gallery of Australia’s Travelling Suitcase program, at Rutherglen Library, 2011
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Leadership and Development
An advantage of being a small population is that innovative ideas can
easily be realised. People in regional areas have room to breathe.
Leadership in the artistic sense means demonstrating a commitment to
valuing our artists. Indigo Shire must continue to promote artistic
development and its integration into planning considerations. Leadership
means championing our creative culture and promoting all that is unique
about Indigo Shire art. It means advocating on arts related issues with the
public and private sector.

Cultural Tourism is the art of participating in another culture, of relating
to people and places which have a strong sense of their own identity. The
distinctive nature of a region such as Indigo Shire provides a resource, an
experience and a mutually beneficial exchange between artist and visitor.

"The most fundamental reason one paints is in order to see."
Brett Whiteley

OBJECTIVES

ACTION

Demonstrate recognition of the vibrant
arts sector that contributes to the cultural
and economic life of Indigo Shire

Support the work of the Indigo Shire Arts and Culture Advisory Committee.

Ensure growth and prosperity in the arts
sector through innovation and new
initiatives in the arts.

Provide meaningful and relevant assistance to the arts community through information, advice
and advocacy.

2012-2016

Strengthen links between ACAC and other indigo Shire Advisory Committees so that there is a
clear understanding of the major role of arts in our community.

•

Support community initiatives with in-kind assistance, compatible programming and publicity.

•

Encourage individual creativity by implementing an awards program that promotes and
rewards artistic excellence in individuals and groups.

Pursue funding opportunities for arts projects that engage our artists and the wider community.
Implement at least one shire wide arts program annually, enabling people from all Indigo Shire

2012-2016

2012-2016
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towns to take part in each other’s activities.
Work with communities in individual
towns on arts activities specific to those
towns

Grow the cultural tourism sector with a
focus on supporting artists and creative
organisations

Identify the priorities for arts activities in Indigo Shire towns and support local initiatives based on
those priorities.

2012-2016

Using the community plans developed by the Community Strengthening project, identify and
implement an arts priority in each town which can be achieved using existing resources.

2013-2016

Invite ideas from committees for festivals and events across the shire for arts activities to be
included and integrated in the programs annually.

2013 - 2015

Investigate the creation of a Festivals sub-committee on the Arts and Culture Advisory Committee

2012

Identify and develop new initiatives and projects that involve all of the towns in Indigo Shire.

2013 - 2015

Pottery by John Dermer, Yackandandah
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Resources and Infrastructure
Communities need access to the facilities and tools that come with arts
practice in order to find meaningful ways to express their values. As
important as supporting professional artists, Indigo Shire must also offer
its residents opportunities to actively participate in the arts, to make their
own culture and share the culture of others.

An artist's duty is rather to stay open-minded and in a state where
he can receive information and inspiration. You always have to be
ready for that little artistic Epiphany.
Nick Cave

OBJECTIVES

ACTION

Provide resources and facilities to
encourage and support the arts.

Utilise space in the Burke Museum for local artists to exhibit. Share resources with Burke
Museum and Historic Precinct to ensure exhibition space is used to its full potential.

2012 -2016

Integrate arts and culture into the indigo 2030 planning process, as identified in the community
responses from the project.

2012 - 2016

Seek opportunities for the display of work by local artists in council owned premises in each town.
Create a page on the Indigo Shire website that lists available spaces and contact details for them.

2013

Undertake feasibility study for the development of a dedicated facility for performing and visual
arts in Beechworth.

2013

Negotiate with hall committees of management to achieve proper maintenance of facilities and
resources including piano tuning and appropriate audio visual facilities.

2013

Review the community grants process. Implement a revised program that meets the goals set out
in this strategy.

2013

Provide support for community initiated
arts projects

•

Work with the community to strengthen applications in the arts and culture category.
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Secure financial resources that are
ongoing, realistic and sustainable

Investigate the adequacy of staff levels to achieve the goals set out in this strategic plan

2013

Sculpture by Helen Hay, Rutherglen Rail Trail
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This plan has strong links with:
•

Indigo Shire Council Plan 2010 – 2013

•

Burke Museum Strategic Plan

•

Indigo Shire Youth Strategy 2010

•

Indigo Shire Access and Inclusion Plan 2011 -2014

This plan has been developed with contributions from:
•

Indigo Shire Arts and Culture Advisory Committee

•

Arts Rutherglen

•

Arts Yackandandah

•

Beechworth Arts Council

•

Murray Arts Officers

•

Indigo Shire Council Officers

•

Various individuals in the Indigo Shire community
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